
Hazelcast Cloud

Hazelcast Cloud is designed to help your applications achieve 

high performance with massive scalability and limitless  

flexibility. Similar to the Hazelcast In-Memory Data Grid (IMDG), 

Hazelcast Cloud is architected to scale effortlessly by  

replicating data across multiple nodes and clusters through 

a variety of cloud options. By combining a technically robust 

in-memory solution with the global footprint of major  

commercial cloud providers, Hazelcast enables the distribution 

of applications driven by the need for speed, scalability,  

stability, and security to cloud data centers. A cloud-based 

IMDG provides a managed service that delivers an infrastructure 

for the best application experience possible.
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Hazelcast Cloud is an enterprise-grade in-memory computing platform 
deployed and managed by the Hazelcast CloudOps team. The service 
is powered by Hazelcast IMDG Enterprise HD and leverages widely 
adopted technologies, such as Docker and Kubernetes, to provide dynamic 
orchestration and containerization. Hazelcast Cloud supports applications 
developed in some of the most common languages, including Java, Node.js, 
Python. Go, and .NET.
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A fully managed service 
in the cloud

Enable your developers to focus on building the features your business 
and customers need, with a fully managed in-memory computing  
solution. Hazelcast will install, configure, manage, monitor, and 
update the solution so your employees can focus on building 
high-performance applications. You benefit from low ownership and 
maintenance costs, as well as not needing to deal with infrastructure 
management. Deployment, scaling and updates are all simplified to 
the touch of a button, as security and software patches automatically 
update to keep you ahead of compliance and risk curves.

Where Hazelcast Cloud is 
ideal

Most feature-rich solutions aren’t designed for small apps or projects. 
Hazelcast Cloud is different.  Whether you have a small POC or are 
trying to test a critical app that needs maximum scale and global  
performance, Hazelcast Cloud is designed to fulfill your organization’s 
needs. Hazelcast Cloud is an excellent fit across a broad range of business 
cases, delivering low-latency, high-performance caching for:

1. Microservices

2. Pre-production application environments

3. Temporary or limited-purpose applications

4. Cloud-migration strategy enablement

5. Serverless functions

Deployment, scaling and 

updates are all simplified to 

the touch of a button.

To learn more, visit us at: cloud.hazelcast.com2

https://cloud.hazelcast.com


 ■ Low implementation cost

 ■ Pay for what you use

 ■ Easy to budget (OpEx, rather than CapEx)

 ■ Achieve scale without investing in excess capacity

Easy to implement, easy 
to use

Deliver today and  
prepare for tomorrow

Cloud subscription model 
suited to modern IT  
organizations

Hazelcast Cloud provides an efficient on-ramp experience to deploy  
a feature-rich, in-memory computing solution for your enterprise.  
Developers don’t need to spend days or weeks installing back-end  
infrastructure and can instead move directly to creating the features 
that add value for your business. Deploying Hazelcast Cloud is as simple as:

As you plan your enterprise cloud strategy, consider whether a cloud-
based, in-memory solution can help you achieve your goals faster and  
at a lower cost. Hazelcast can help support your cloud implementation 
today and as your strategy evolves. As cloud technologies change, 
Hazelcast will be there to assist you by providing the options of:

Hazelcast Cloud provides the features and performance your modern 
applications require, with an easy-to-use, fully managed cloud  
solution. With Hazelcast Cloud, your in-memory computing solution 
will be ready in minutes, giving your applications lightning-fast speed, 
massive scalability and reliability from the in-memory computing experts 
at Hazelcast.

 ■ Providing a few pieces of information and Hazelcast Cloud automatically  
  manages the configuration and setup

 ■ Generating a configuration ready to implement in your application or  
  technical project

 ■ Scaling capacity up and down using a slider and pressing “Go”

 ■ Viewing results immediately without production downtime

 ■ Leveraging public cloud

 ■ Implementing a virtual private cloud

 ■ Offering multi-vendor cloud scenarios

 ■ Enabling the switching of cloud providers (cloud portability)

 ■ Delivering hybrid cloud and on-premises configurations
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